E-Commerce Module
In November 2019 we have finally launched the  “E-Commerce” Module. In this
module, all ACE and TEAM holders can purchase exclusive or rare items from
TokenStars and our players. Unlike “Auction Module”, users know the exact amount
of tokens they need to spend in order to receive the desired item from their favorites:
✓ Unique merchandise, created in collaboration with TokenStars athletes
✓ Autographed items - equipment, books, etc.
✓ Tournament tickets or locker room passes

Veronika Kudermetova placed her personal items
The first sportsman to place her items on the E-Commerce Module was Veronica
Kudermetova – one of the best Russian tennis players. She put her can and
wristband for a sale for 1000 and 600 ACE.
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Aleksey Sutormin follows Veronika and placed his jersey
In August 2019 we have signed a contract with a famous FC Zenit football player,
Aleksey Sutormin. Since then he is an active user of our platform and the
E-Commerce Module is no exception. In December his match-worn jersey
supplemented the module. The price of Alexey’s jersey was 3,000 TEAM.

It goes without saying that at the moment sportsmen use the module not for
additional earnings. Their goal is to become closer to their fans and to create a
unique experience for them.
Stay tuned and do not miss fresh arrivals in the “E-Commerce”!
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Instagram contest with Veronika
Veronika created a special contest, where fans could have won 5000 ACE tokens and
an outfit in which Veronika played at the Asian “Swing” and Kremlin Cup.

📌 To
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participate, supporters needed to post a photo where they play tennis or attend a
tennis match with tag #veronikatokenstars on the Instagram page. The contest
attracted 16 participants which we believe is a great result.

Bounty live poker tournaments
In October 2019 we have started our new tradition – Live Poker Tournaments. More
than 20 contestants had a chance to compete with our PRO players and win TEAM
tokens. The prize fund of the tournament was 17,500 TEAMs. Three out of four
winners were PRO players of the TokenStats team, but one of our users was strong
enough to reach prizes. In general, we received positive and inspiring feedback from
our participants so we decided to conduct one more tournament in December.
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